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SELLARS: A SMALL MOUND CENTER
IN THE HINTERLANDS

Brian M. Butler
ABSTRACT
The Sellars site in Wilson County, Tennessee, is a small fortified Mississippian Mound center of approximately 10 -acres in area.
The site was first described and investigated over 100 years ago,
but still remains one of the least known and best preserved examples
of this type of site in Middle Tennessee. After its acquisition by
the state in 1974, limited test excavations were conducted at the site
in 1974 and 1977. The results of the test excavations are presented
along with radiocarbon dates and a discussion of the site's possible
role in the larger Mississippian settlement system.
Introduction
The Sellars site (40Wl-l) is a small fortified Mississippian mound center
located three miles southeast of the city of Lebanon in Wilson County, Tennessee
(Figure l). The early phase of archaeological work in the Nashville Basin saw
the investigation of a number of major Mississippian sites. While not the first
to be excavated, Sellars was one of the first to be described and reported in a
more-or-less professional manner. Of the handful of these sites that are intact
today, Sellars remains the best preserved. In 1974 the State of Tennessee
acquired the site for preservation and eventual development as an archaeological
park or monument. In 1974 and 1977 preliminary test excavations were conducted
at the site by the author. Despite its early appearance in the literature,
Sellars remains one of the more obscure of the region's major Mississippian sites.
This paper is intended to correct that situation.
The Sellars site has been a landmark in Wilson County for over 100 years.
The site was first investigated by Fredrick W. Putnam of the Peabody Museum,
Harvard University in September, 1877. Putnam was invited by the owners (the
Lindsley family) to explore the site, which he did for one week with a 25 man
crew. Professor J. H. Buchanan, an engineer at nearby Cumberland University,
prepared a map of the site (Figure 2). Putnam's report along with Buchanan's
map are published in the 11th Annual Report of the Trustees of the Peabody Musewn
(Putnam 1878:339-360). The site is referred to as the "Earthwork on the Lindsley
Estate near Greenwood Seminary".
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the s ite has suffered from the depredations of local relic
, Subseqi.le ~th~~gh t he ful 1 ext ent of the damage is st i 11 unknown. The site
cqllect?r.s,/some no tori ety as the source of four sandstone statues, found as
has ~c~ieve 1 consi sting of a mal e and female (see Guthe 1963:60-61; Nash 1968:
two)· pair e a~~tue
s were found by te nants and relic collectors and little is known
34 · Th e ~exts The mo st arti st i c of t hese statues is the male figure "Sandy"
of _i:~e . co~he logo of the Ten nessee Ar chaeo 1ogi cal Society. Later owners of the
whic ~~ l eveled most of t he pali sade embankment because it interfered with
~~~~~~g . The site de r iv es i ts present name from the last private owner.
Site Description
The site is situated on the rim of an old terrace in the neck of a prominent bend in Spring Creek, a northward draining tributary of the Cumberland River.
Spring Creek is a shallow meandering stream that generally flows over a bed of
a solid limestone . The creek fluctuates sharply with rainfall and virtually
ceases to flow during the dry months of later summer and early fall. A large
limestone spring is located 300 m northwest of the site. The spring flows year
round and may have been a more dependable water source than the creek itself.
In terms of its internal organization, Sellars is typical of a large
number of small fortified Mississippian mound sites. When Putnam excavated at
the site, it was in an almost pristine state. Buchanan's map (Figure 2) shows
just how much was observable at the time. Because many of the features on the
map are now obliterated and because of the small scale of the map, it is not yet
possible to precisely correlate the old map with the permanent survey grid and
the field map made in 1974 (Figure 3). Rough measurements taken in the field
indicate that the Buchanan map is quite accurate.
The Sellars site consists of an oval village area, slightly pointed on
the north end, surrounded by a palisade embankment and ditch and with a single
large platform mound on the interior. The maximum dimensions of the enclosure,
according to Putnam, are 900 feet (274 m) north-south and 650 feet (198 m) eastwest. Calculations based on the Buchanan map and the 1974 field work indicate
an area of 10.2 acres or 4. 13 hectares within the palisade. The site was
surrounded by a palisade complex consisting of two embankments separated by a
shallow ditch. A short segment of this embankment complex is still preserved
on the west side of the site in a low area where poor drainage and rock outcrops
have discouraged cultivation. Comparison with Putnam's measurements indicates
that the remnant has not been seriously altered since Putnam's time. The inner
or main embankment is about 5 m across at the base and rises about 30 cm above
the interior ground surface. The remnant is about 45 m long with bastions at
each end. The bas tions, s lightly el evated mounds of earth, project forward of
the emban kment . The two surviving bastions are 33 m apart center-to-center and
25 m apart edge-to-edge. Putnam describes bast ion-like features at regu 1ar inter~a 1s along the main embankmen t . Beyond the embankment is a shallow ditch which,
in area s away from rock outcrops, Putnam describes as being three to four feet
deep. The outer embankment is much smaller, being only 2.5 m wide and about
20 cm high.
. In~ide the earthwork is a single large platform mound, slightly trapezoidal in shape with the wider and slightly lower end to the east, facing the
plaza. At the base, the mound measures 37 m in length with widths of 36 and
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Location of Sellars Site.
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The mound is a~out 4.5 m high.

2.9 m on the east a ac h trench f r om near th e southeast corner into the center of

Putnam dug an _ ap ~~~crip ti on cont ai ns l itt l e detail, but at least three mound
t~ e mound. Hi~ent . Putnam di d not refi ll his excavation an~ the mound tod~y
Ph ~~ e ~ are evssi ve crat er par ti al ly fi l led by slump and erosion. Although it
e.x li1b1t s a ma ed some by "pot hu nting", t he mound still has sharp contours and
ha s be~nb~!~a~evere l y altered si nce Pu t n~m 's time.
has n~ t m i s not speci f ic about t he existence of other mound s . Today there is
.u nbl e sma ll mou nd about 50 m east of the main mound on the northern edge
a _ri~~ i ce~aza
The Bucha nan map show s a very large "house circle" at this point,
oft t~e~e is .no spec if i c ment ion of the f eature. Putnam did excavate what he
~u
i bes as a l ow mound (l abe led C on the Buchanan map) south of the large
m·~ e~~ . The description impli es th at t here ~1as a structure associated with this
ound but Put nam ' s in teres t was f ocus ed on the 60 stone box graves he removed
; rOOJ th e fl anks of t he mound . With the ex ception of a single child buried with
an ad ult, all i nterments were of adult s .
.
.
Throughout the vil lage area Putnam located some 100 low circular ridges of
ear th. He excavated 19 of them and corre ctly concluded that these were house
sites . Like ma ny ot her ear l y excavat ors , he failed to percei ve that they were
squar e i nstead of rou nd. Inf ant bur ial s were found beneath some of the structure
flo ors. Such "house c i rc l es" or house depressions are reported in many early
descr i pt ions of Mi ss i ss ipp ian sites in Tennessee and elsewhere. These are now
al most all destroyed an d f ew have survi ved to be examined by a competent archaeo l ogist (see Nash 1968 ) . None of these circles are visible on the site today.
Outsi de of the f ortifi ed si t e are seven low rock mounds. Si x of these are
sou thwest of t he vil l age on the edge of the high ground overlooking the creek.
The seventh i s j ust nort h of enclosure . In Putnam's time, these mounds were only
h10 f eet high bu t t oday t hey have been virtually leveled by cultivation.
Color
photographs take n th e l ast t i me the site was plowed show them quite distinctly,
however. Th e purpose of t hese mou nds is not clear. Putnam trenched two of them
and f ound only firec r afked l imestone rock , charcoal, and ash. These mounds were
s hove l probed in 1974 wit h th e same re sult. Until one of these is thoroughly
examined, l ittle more can be said . The author su spects that these are refuse
dumps.
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Recent Excavations
In 1974 th e Tenne ssee Division of Archaeology commenced test excavations at
the Sellar s site. Before the excavation began, a survey crew installed a permanent site grid of 50 m square s . The final grid consists of 24 50 m blocks with
16 of the inter section points marked with permanent metal stakes. The 50 m
blocks are numbered consecutively l through 24 beginning in the southwest corner
of the grid and counting left to right. Each 50 m block consists of 100 5 m
squares. The individual 5 m squares are numbered l through 100 in the same
fashion as the 50 m blocks. Thus, the southwest corner square in block 13 would
be Square 13-1, while the one immediately above (north) would be Square 13-100.
Five m squares were normally excavated as four 2.5 m squares, designated as
quadrants (NW, SW, NE, SE).
In the 1974 season, excavations were conducted in five areas on the site.
These units consisted of two trenches to locate or examine palisade features,
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Figure 2.

Buchanan's map of the Sellars site (after Putnam 1878) .
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.
ected on the basis of a rando~ sample scheme, and one unit selected
two units se~om basis. The 1977 work consisted of a single trench placed in the
~~arln~~~~~non the north side of the plaza.
Palisade Excavations
Ult· ately three of the five 1974 excavation units explored palisade features.
of t~:se, T;enches l and 2, were intentional, while the third, Square 9-27,
~~~ one of the randomly selected test units in the interior of the site.
Trench l
Trench l was a 15 by 2 m trench placed across the existing palisade remnant
west of the platform mound (Figures 4 and 5). The trench was placed adjacent to
the bastion on the north end of the remnant. The cut through the main embankment
identified a post trench (Feature 22) running beneath the crest of the embankment.
The trench varied from 25 to 43 cm in width and penetrated 40 cm into the subsoil.
Faint disturbances noted in the embankment fill above this feature indicated that
wall posts did project through the crest of the embankment but had been pulled up
or broken off. The fill of the embankment was a mixture of topsoil and subsoil
clay with no clear evidence of loading. There was evidence of an old humus line
under the embankment. Investigation of the outer embankment showed that that
structure had been nearly leveled by erosion. Some faint indications of the
bottoms of postmolds were noted in the subsoil beneath the embankment.
The area bet ween the embankments, about 8.5 m crest-to-crest, proved to be
more complex than expected. The entire area between the two earthworks has had
earth removed, but the sharply delineated ditch (Feature 45) is located just inside
the outer emban kment. As encountered in Trench 1, the ditch was found to expand
and deepen sharply around the base of the north bastion. In the south wall of
the trench the ditch is approximately 2.75 m wide and 68 cm deep. The upper 20- 25
cm of the ditch fill is wa sh from the adjacent embankments; below this the fill is
a dark midden-li ke soil containing some refuse. The ditch was actually dug around
several large free-floating blocks of limestone which were too heavy to be moved.
In front of the main embankment, the subsoil has a gradual s lope down toward
the ditch, a feature which seems to correspond to Putnam's description of a "level
bench" (Putnam 1878:340) just outs ide the inner embankment. This area i s interupted
by Feature 50, a large deep pit which extends into the trench from beneath the
bastion. The pit contained some refuse in the bottom but its fill was virtually
indi stinguis habl e from the embankment fill. Interpretation of the feature relationship i s uncertain, but the pi t appears to predate the construction of the palisade.
At the inner rim of the ditch, the remnants of a 1inear trench-1 ike feature
(Feature 49) were discovered. This feature appears to be the bottom portion of
another post trench which has been truncated by later digging to make the main
emban kment. Feature 49 cou 1d thu s represent an ear 1ier pa 1i sade co.nstructi on.
The excavation yielded enough information to derive most of the major details
of the palisade construction. The first step in the construction was the digging
of post trenches and/or postholes. After the posts were set in place, earth was
he~p~d up o~ both sides to suppo·r t the wa1 l, thus creating an embankment. The
original height of the embankment can be inferred from the amount of slopewash and
the area represented under the curve of the embankment. These calculations suggest

Figure 3.

Map of Sellars showing recent excavations.

Contour interval is 50 cm.
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. nal heig ht of the main emban kment, which has a basal width of
that the or~9j 5 m or abo ut 85 cm above the presen~ crest. The calculations
3.7 m• WpS · t ·c co nstruction with a cross-section of an isosceles triangle.
assume a. s,ymme. r~he outer wall are less certain because of the greater destruction
Calcu l ation~ 0 ~ data on the fu l l extent of the slope wash outside the embankment.
and !he _ la~leodata suggest that the outer embankment, which has a basal width of
The a~a1 1 : originally 1. 25 m hig.li or about ~O cm above the present crest. The
2.£ m. wa ~ment was almost as high as the inner one but had a narrower base and
outer .ern~agnly about 60% as much earth. The two embankments and ditch are interco~fa~nes a single fortificat"io.n complex consisting of a lightly built outer
pre11 e aashallow intervening ditch , and a l arge and more heavily constructed inner
wa
· h bas t ions.
·
wa l l ' complete wit

NORTH BASTION

Trench 2
Trench 2 was an attempt to locate the palisade complex on the eastern side
of the site where it had been obliterated. In accordance with the best possible
correlation with the Buchanan map, this east-west trench was placed across the
rim of the terrace which marks the eastern edge of the site. The trench was
originally 10 by 2 m but was later extended another 8 m downslope with various
lateral extensions.
Very little artifactual material of any kind was recovered--only a few small
sherds and chert flakes. In the western half of the trench, the topsoil proved
unusually deep--a dark sandy clay soil which extended to a depth of 35 to 40 cm.
The reason for the depth of this soil was not apparent until Feature 54 was discovered and identified. Feature 54 is best described as a "hump" of hard packed
soil running north-south across the trench between 7 and 9 m from the west end.
The hump varied from 2 to 2.5 m in width and rose 15 to 20 cm above the sterile
subsoil. The soil of this feature was the same color as the surrounding soil
but was much harder and contained a high concentration of small chert pebbles of
the same type found in the subsoil. Two postholes were associated with the feature,
one against each side of the trench.
Feature 54 was recognized as the base of one of the palisade embankments, but
at the time it was not clear which one. Accordingly, the trench was extended 8 m
downslope in search of the other one. From comparisons with Trench l data it
later became clear that Feature 54 was the base of the outer embankment. In
Trench l, the two embankments were separated by 8 to 8.5 m, a distance which would
place the remains of the main wall just beyond the west end of Trench 2. When the
main embankment was leveled, the outer embankment acted as a dam, trapping the
soil behind it and causing the increased depth of topsoil noted in the western
half of the trench.
A lateral extension was cut on the north side of the trench to expose an
additional segment of Feature 54. The feature continued on the same line as
expected but no new postholes were found. As the feature was removed, the converging ends of two wall trenches were discovered. An additional extension to
the west revealed the corner of a wall trench house which extended under the
embankment and thus predated the palisade construction. Adjacent to the corner
of the house, an infant burial was discovered in a damaged stone box grave.
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Square 9-27 and Adjacent Units
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'.his excavation unit was situated on the east slope of the high area which
the southwestern edge of the village site. The area investigated
is about 50 m southwest of the platform mound. Excavation began in Square 9-27,
a ra~dom sample square, but ultimately all of Squares 9-27 and 9-37 as well as
portions of two others were cleared (Figures 6 and 8). The total area excavated
was 91.25 m2.
Th e midden in t his area proved to be quite shallow and totally plow disturbed.
A hard ~e l l ow ~or~nge cl ay was encountered everywhere at a depth of 15 cm. This
ex~avat i on unit is on a slope and eros i on has obviously stripped some of the topsoi 1. Moderate amoun ts of cu l tural mater ial were recovered from the plowzone but
muc h of this ul timately proved to be from plow-disturbed features.
As square 9- 27 was cl eared , a large ill-defined feature emerged in the
northern half of t his unit. Square 9-37 , adjacent to the north, was then excavated. This large disturba nce, Feat ure 6, appeared to be four-sided and had
appropriate dimensions to be a refuse -fi lled house basin. Excavation of Feature
6 was begun under the assumption that it was a house depression. Ultimately,
Feature 6 proved not to be a house depression but instead a maze of inter-connected
refuse filled pits and depressions.
After Feature 6 was excavated, a series of short post trenches and associated
postholes were detected forming a continuous line across the excavation from
northwest to southeast. Collectively these features comprise a segment of a
palisade (Feature 53). This complex was not located earlier because of the nearly
sterile fill of its component features. The palisade enters the extreme northwest corner of the excavation, runs southeast for 6.35 meters, makes an angle
and then continues for 7.55 meters, exiting at the southeast corner of square
9-27 SE. Six complete and two partial trench segments were exposed in the excavation.
There are seven large individual postholes which appear to be supports for
some type of tower or bastion built in the angle of the wall. These posts outline a rough trapezoidal area 5 m long and 2 m deep, set slightly off center to
the north on the wall angle. It is possible that this structure projected forward
of the palisade wall like a true bastion, but insufficient area was exposed to
determine that.
The palisade was intentionally dismantled. The support posts were pulled,
a process which introduced some refuse into their holes. The majority of the wall
posts were either burned or broken off. Charcoal was found in the bottoms of
some of the postholes. In five instances, small pieces of rotted wood were found
in a vertical position in postholes; rotted wood was apparently also found in two
other instances but destroyed before workers recognized it. The wood remains
have been examined by a wood technologist and are definitely conifer. Given the
local environment, this means that the posts were almost certainly red cedar.
The discovery of this palisade was a surprise. The main palisade/embankment
complex is located some 12 to 15 meters further west. Feature 53 runs roughly
parallel to the larger work. The size, position, and nature of the construction
make it clear that Feature 53 represents a village fortification and not an internal
wall. The sterility of the trench fill and the fact that it encloses a much
smaller area suggest that this fortification is earlier than the one represented
by the embankments and ditch. Note that Feature 49, a possible post trench, was
~onstitutes
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ench 1 and thought to be a remnant of an earlier ~all construction.
located ln Tr 53 uite ossibly represent the same construct1on.
featu~es 49 ·:nd of ihe co~plex of features identified as Feature 6 is not entirely
The st:eu~hallow basins may be the resul~ of ~emoving ea~th f?r construction
clear. !he ne show any direct evidence of be1ng f1re or coo~1ng p1ts. Whatever
purposes~ n~ purpose they were ultimately used for refuse d1sposal. The fact
~he origi~:ature 6 c~mplex ends just at the edge of the palisade wall suggests
that the . s contemporary with the wall. Two of the support posts for the wall are
t~at.itfe,ature 6 but the intrusive relationships could not be determined in the
Wl tt'll n
dark pit fil 1.
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Square 13-30 and Adjacent Units
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Square 13-30 is located a short distance west of the platform mound. It was
one of the squares selected by a random sampling scheme. Subsequent excavation
expanded into adjoining squares so that the completed excavation unit comprised
two entire 5 m squares (13-30 and 14-21) and portions of three others, with a
total area of 81. 25 mZ (Figure s 7 and 9). The midden in this area was shallow,
varying from 20 to 30 cm generally increasing in depth toward the mound (east).
This excavation unit exposed a wall t rench house (Structure l). The house
was square, mea·'.iuring about 6 meters on a side. The structure was oriented
exactly the same as the long axis of the platform mound and plaza, that is,
approximately 110° magnetic. The house had a well defined entranceway in the
east corner cons i sting of two short post trenches. Inside the house were two
large support posts but no obvious heartns, although two small nondescript pits,
Feature 3 and 25, were candidate s for such. The st~ucture appears to have been
dismantled and there was no subsequent building activity. There were several
large shallow pits in the house area but these appear to postdate the structure.
Very little artifactual material was recovered from this unit, and almost
none in direct association with the structure. Because of the nearness to the
mound (11 meters to the east) and the lack of subsequent building activity, the
structure was judged to be relatively early on the site--a placement later supported by carbon dating.
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This 5 m square is situated about 40 m north of the substructure mound.
This unit was not selected in the random sample. Early in the field season
attention was drawn to this area because of a large, roughly circular area of
extremely lush grass, which stood in sharp contrast to the surrounding pasture
vegetation. Ultimately, a unit was selected near the center of this area in the
hope that the vegetation marked a major subsurface feature. Excavation encountered
an extremely large, refuse-filled pit {Feature 4) which occupied most of the area
of the square. The immediate vicinity seems to have been a slight depression
and the whole area, including Feature 4, was capped with a heavy mantle of
refuse-rich soil. Feature 4 was oval in shape and oriented northwest-southeast,
extending out of the northwest corner of the square. The partial length was 5 m
and the width was 3.6 m. At its deepest point, the pit bottom was 73 cm below
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Figure 6.

Square 9-27 and adjacent units showing palisade section.
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Other than a wash l ayer in the bottom, the pit evide nced no
The dark fill was packed with la rge quantities of roc k, bone, and
strat~grap b~e has to suspect that the pit was dug to procure fresh ea rth for
ce~a~~cs. urposes and then was used as a garbage dump. The organic r ich midden
bu~l ~~gf~ll would seem to account for the distinctive surface vegetatio n. Even
:~ 0 P~ Sq~are 18-78 was the smallest excavat~on uni t of th~ 1974 season, it
~ 9 d a significant proportion of the art1factual material s recovered that
pro
year-uc- 5el% of all the ceramics and 35% of al l chipped stone mat erial.
the s~rfac~ .

0

Mound Excavations
In 1977 additional work was done at Se llars us ing students from the Univ ers ity
of Tennessee at Nashville. Because of the l imited amount of time and labor, the
fie ld objective necessar ily had to be restricted . Accordingly, it was dec ided to
test the small mound on the north side of the plaza . The goal of the work wa s to
determine whether this feature was a gen uine substruct ure mound or, as some l ocal
collector s maintained, a pi l e of spoi l dirt from Putnam' s excavations . The
Buchanan map is not definitive on this poi nt. It indicates a very large house
depression 'at the approximate location but with hac.h uring which suggests sorne
elevation. Ttie feature on the Buchanan map doe s have a depre ss ion in the center.
The present mound has been subj ected to cu ltivation as well as t he diggi ng of
relic col l ectors .
The mound gives the superficia·1 impressio n of being circular with a diameter
of from 23 to 30 meters depending on what point one selects as t he beginning of
the mound s lope. Once mapped, the mound proved to be four- ided al though the
shape is subt le and not easy to detect (Figure 10). The top of the mo und is
about 80 cm above the lev el ground to the west and sout h. The natural su rface
fall s away sharply to the nort h and east of the mound. The top of the mound is
somewhat ro unded wi th clear evidence of refilled collector's pits.
Trench 3, a 12 by 2 m trenc h orie nted on the east-west grid axis, was placed
into t he west s ide of the mound. The east end of t he tre nch reac hed a point just
so uth of the center of t.he mound. Typical of ma ny small test excavations, Trench
3 ultimate ly created more questions than it salved. Port ions of t\-10 structures
could be iden tifie d at the base of the mound (F igure 11). Both structures were
oriented appro priately to the plaza, the main mound, and the previo usly excavated
structure , that is , an axis with an azimuth of about 110° magnetic .
The earliest str ucture (Structure 3) wa s bui lt in the ex i st ing topsi)il. It
\•1as a sub stantial 1~a 11 trenc h house. Two hearths (Features 65 and 67) and three
large interna l support posts were associated with this structure. The support
post s represent three corners of a square support po st arrangement . Assumi ng that
the hearth s and support posts were symmetr icall y spaced relative to t he center of
the house, the struct ure has one dime nsion of bet~1ee n 5 and 6 meters. This
structure was ultimately dismantled and the area covered 1~ith a 10 to 15 cm layer
of clean earth, upon which a second structure ~las bui lt . The latter (Structure 4)
wa s identified by the bottoms of a line of wa l l posts and o n ~ support post . The
postmo l ds associated ~ii th this structure were f i 11ed with charcoal, a circumstance
which suggests that the structure was burn ed. Thi s conc lu sion is supported by the
fact that t he mound surface outside of the walls exhibited a layer of charcoal and
ash as wel l as sev eral ar eas of surface f iring.
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Figure 7. Square 13-30 and adjacent units showing Structure 1.
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,.
vel nothin could be identified in t he upper portion of the
Above th 1 s 1e 40 to 50 cm 9of fi 11 consisted 0f a dark, homogeneous middenmound. _The ~phe~ontained smal l amounts of refuse. The only features which could
like so11 ~hJCwere all recent disturbances. At the base of the original "mound ",
be ident1f1e vin ~iall trench (Feature 61} was identified cutting across the
a spallow ~ur Th~s feature which could be associated with either of the identitest trenctu.res appears t~ represent a small palisade or fence enclosing the
fied struc
'
strucGl~~~!f~ly, the test trench did not achieve its designated go~l i·n that the
t - of this mound i s stil l not fully resolved. The bottom portion of the
na u~eis clearly prehistoric. The first struct ure was built on the original
mo~~nd surface, and t he seco nd was put on an elevated surface. At this point,
~~e low mound ~muld have beeri about 15 m square. The thick mantle of dark soil
above this is still a mystery . Present data do not rule out the possibility that
this mant le represents spoil dirt dumped on a house depression by Putnam's excavators. A recent origin might explain the fact that t his feature is so prominent
while most of the village area features observed by Putnam have been obliterated .
. The one hundred years s i nee Putnam's work are more than enough time to obscure
the boundary beh1een prehistoric and rece nt f i 11, particularly if t he two soi 1
units were similar in color and content. The quadrilateral shape of the mound is
difficul t to explai n i n this regard, but if the und erlying feature were so shaped,
the spoil dirt could have been placed over it in a similar configuratiori. The
mound, v1hatever its origi n, has now been substantia ll y spread by cultivation
and erosion.
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Figure 8. ~quare 9-27 and adjacent unit s
showing palisade segment (Feature 53)
View to southeast .
·

Cultigens
Flotation samples f rom the 1974 work were processed and both maize and
beans were recovered from several proveniences within the si te . Mr . Leonard
Blake of the Missouri Botanical Garden examined the samp les and identified the
cultigens (letter from L. Blake of March 28, 1975). One surprise was the
prevailing high row number found at the s ite ; 10, 12, and 14 row ears are
represented with 12 row being the most common. The largest sample of cultige.ns
was obtai ned from one of the via 11 trenches of Structure 1 in square 13-30, where
both maize and beans were recovered. Wood charcoal from the same wall trench
yielded a dat e of ca. A.O. 1050 (see below). If the date is correct, this
represents one of the earliest occurrences of beans documented in the Southeast
to date.
Dating
Five radiocarbon dates have been obtained for the Sellars si te. Table 1
presents basic data on these age determinations. The B. p. dates are based on
a half-life of 5570 years with an error range of one standard deviation. The
cal endar dates have been corrected by the t1~0 readily avai 1able tree ring
correction tabl2s--the so-called Arizona TRC (Damon et al. 1974) and the M.A.S.C .A.
TRC (Ralph, Michael, and Han 1974). For the period in question the tabl es alter
the directly converted B.P. date very little, a ma~d'murn of 35 years.
Of the five dates, only UGa-948 deviates seriously from the expected range.
The samp 1e ~1as obtained from one of the short post t renches of Fe.ature 53, the
early village palisade. The .date of ca. A.O. 430 is clearly unacteptable for a
Mississippia n feature. Sampl e UGa-947 dates Feature 6, a complex of shallow

Figure 9. Sauare 13-30 and adjacent units
showing Stru~ture l. View to southeast.
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TABLE l:

RADIOCARBON DATES
CALENDAR DATE (A.O.)
TREE-RI NG-CORRECTED
AR IZONA
MASCA

SAMPLE

PROVENIENCE

ASSOCIATIOM

B.P. DATE

UGa-944

Sq. 13-30S~l
Feature 2

Wall-trench house,
Structure l

900± 110

1056±114

1063±120

UGa-945

Sq. 18-78NW
Feature 4

Large, refusefilled pit

705±65

1236±71

1244±75

UGa-946

Trench l
Feature 22

Post trench of
main vi 11 age
palisade

800±65

1148±71

1186±75

UGa-947

Sq. 9-36SE
Feature 6

Refuse-filled pits
associated with
early palisade

975±235

986±237

1006±245

UGa-948

Sq. 9-27SW
Feature 39

Early village
palisade

1545± 110

424± 112

440±120
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' t ad ·acent to and apparently contemporaneous with this early
refuse- filled piatend~r date of ca. A.O. 1000 is consistent with this interprepalisade. Thehcthe large standard deviat ion limits the usefulness of the date.
tation altroug obta ined from the post trench beneath the main embankment in
UGa-9 4 ~i:f~ observati on cl earl y ind i cated that this fortification was later
Tren ~ h 1.
represented by Feat ure 53, and the calendar date of ca. A.O. 1150
than.the ~~et UGa- 947 wa s a sample r etrieved from one of the wall trenches of
conbirms l a ' charred mai ze and bea ns were also found in the same feature. The
5t,re ~ ~~~edate of ca . A. O. 1050 ·agre es with field _observations ~hich suggested
C<l!l
e str uct ure 1vas relative ly earl y on the site. UGa-945 is from Feature 4,
t~at 1 t~ge r efuse-fil l ed pit which produced most of the diagnostic ceramics obtained
~neth! 1974 wor k. Th e c~rami c s cl earl y belong in the latter half of the local
Mls s i ss i ppi an sequence (1. e ., post A.O. 1200) and the calendar date of ca. A.O.
1240 agrees wi t h t hat pl acement.
The dates are in genera l somewhat ear lier than was expected, but other
than the unacceptable UGa-94~, they ~re internally_consist~nt and agree_with
field observations as to their relative age. Despite the internal consistency
of the dates, one i s still not entirely satisfied by them. A nagging problem
is the lack of comparability between the ceramics from Sellars and the far
larger collections from Mound Bottom which should be essentially pre-1250 A.D.
(O'Brien 1977). According to the Sellars dates, the two sites overlap substantially in age. At Sellars the association of the dates with diagnostic
ceramics is, unfortunately, poor. The two proveniences which produced early
dates, Feature 6 and Structure 1, yielded almost no diagnostic ceramics. Only
the 1240 A.O. date pertains to a large, useful ceramic sample, and that date
was obtained from large pieces of charcoal included in the refuse fill of Feature
4, The wood could be older than the associated ceramics. The ceramics from
Feature 4, however, are generally similar to those described by Ferguson et al.
(1972) and Dowd (1972) for the "Middle Cumberland Culture" with associated dates
(albeit from bone collagen) in the 1200-1400 A.O. range. The dating of the
recently excavated Averbuch site in the Bordeaux section of Nashville (Reed
1978) should help clarify the latter portion of the Mississippian sequence in the
Nashville Basin.
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Discussion
6

At this stage few major conclusions are possible. Excavations to date
have explored an area of about 284 m2, which represents a 0.6% sample of the
village area . A definitive study of the site will require a comprehensive
program of excavation. The recent work has supplied data primarily on the
palisade complexes of the site. In culture-historical terms, the major results
are the radiocarbon dates which indicate a much longer occupational span than
was anticipated for the site.
More importa nt than spec i f ic detai ls about the site will be an understanding
of the role t his small mou nd center pl ayed in the regional Mississippian settlemen t system. The title of t his paper makes note of the remote location of this
site . Although sys t ematic sur vey data are largely lacking, enough is known to
suggest tnat Miss i ssi ppi an gr oups along t he Cumberland River in the Nashville
Basin vmre i nvolv ed i n a subsist ence-sett lement adaptation which differs con siderably from those now documented along the Mississippi and lower Ohio Rivers.
While there is substantial settlement in and adjacent to the floodplain of the
Cumberland (as one would expect), there are also numerous and often large sites
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Figure 11.

East end of Trench 3 showing architectural features.
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located in upland settings on small creeks at substantial distances from the river.
In fact, most of the documented mound sites in the middle Cumberland areas are
in such locations.
~ve~ by these stand~rds, the location of the S~llars site is difficult to
explain in terms of subsistence patterns. Sellars is located furthe way from
th~ Cumber~and (21 km) than any other mound ~ite in the drainage andri~ is
twice as distant as the second-most remote site. The area around Sellars is
singularly unsuited for Mississippian_subsi~tence prac~ices as we presently interpret them. Only small plots of alluvial soils are available in the meander loops
of Spring Creek and these are at high risk due to the stream's habit of late
season flooding. Adjacent upland soils are thin and unproductive even under
modern farming methods. In many areas of the Nashville Basin the soils are no
more than 12 inches deep. These areas supported a particular biotic community
known as cedar glades (Harper 1926, Quarterman 1950 a and b). These areas consisted of a mosaic pattern of dense stands of red cedar interspersed with open
areas whose ground cover ranged from bare rock to various grasses, sedges, and
shrubs. The relationship of cedar glades to prehistoric subsistence patterns
has not been investigated, but their food resource potential appears to be far
below that of the local mesophytic forests. Sellars is the only major
Mississippian site in the Nashville Basin located in the middle of an area
dominated by cedar glades.
If the location of the Sellars site is not an optimal or even a preferable
one for Mississippian subsistence activities, then other explanations must be
sought for its existence. Clay (1976) has suggested that Mississippian systems
responded to their environment (both physical and social) on a number of different
levels. At the strategic level, responses are based on the social, economic, or
political good of the larger system which may have relatively little to do with
primary subsistence on the local level. One has to suspect that Sellars is
indicative of such a situation. The location of Sellars is strongly suggestive
of a placement dictated by the need to establish group boundaries and maintain
a border settlement in the midst of a large expense of mostly uninhabited area.
The distribution of the known Mississippian ~ound sites along the Cumberland
corridor is strongly suggestive of this (Figure 12). East of Nashville, there
are three mound centers spaced at approximately equ~l intervals along the north
side of the Cumberland River. Sellars is the only one south of the river,
occupying an isolated but relatively central location in this zone. The location
is immediately suggestive of a border settlement. The Spring Creek drainage
comprises a relatively direct overland route from the Cumberland River southward
to the Eastern Highland Rim; thus, the site may have functioned as an important
terminus for external trade and communication in a southeastern direction.
Notes:
1.
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This is a revised version of a paper presented at the 4th Annual Meeting of
the Tennessee Anthropological Association, Murfreesboro, Tennessee, April 7,
1979.
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